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Entering LC Control Numbers (tag 010) 
In order for Aleph to process an LC Control Number (LC Card Number or LCCN) correctly, and 
for the LC Control Number to be properly formed for various matching routines, the LC Control 
Number must be the correct length and any blanks present must follow Aleph requirements. 

Basic LCCN formatting rules in Aleph are described below.  For further discussion of LC Control 
Numbers, see MARC21 formats, tag 010.  MARC21 Bibliographic includes a list of prefixes and 
instructions on their input including that prefix information is always input in lower case. 

LCCN format for the years 2001 and forward 

Name of element Number of characters Character position in subfield 

Alphabetic Prefix 2 00-01 
Year 4 02-05 
Serial Number 6 06-11  
 

$a^^2001045944 When there is no alphabetic prefix, the character positions are 
represented by two contiguous blanks that per Aleph requirement are 
input as:^^   

$an 2001045944 A one-character alphabetic prefix is left justified and followed by a 
blank (not by ^). 

$a^^2002000123 The serial number is right justified; leading zeroes are input to make the 
serial number six characters long. 

 

The hyphen is not input as part of the LCCN in field 010 (although it may appear on the piece 
and/or be used in LCCN displays). 

Example:  $a^^2002000456 Appears on title page verso as: 2002-456. No alphabetic 
prefix; contiguous blanks represented by: ^^ 

$a^^2003998841 Appears on title page verso as: 2003-998841. No alphabetic 
prefix; contiguous blanks represented by: ^^ 
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LCCN format for the years 1898-2000 

Name of element Number of characters Character position in subfield 

Alphabetic Prefix 3 00-02 
Year 2 03-04 
Serial Number 6 05-10 
Supplement Number 1 11 
Suffix and/or 
Revision Date 

variable 12-n 

 

$a^^^76123456 When there is no alphabetic prefix, the three character positions are 
represented by three contiguous blanks that per Aleph requirement are 
input as:^^^   

$ac^^35987654 A one-character alphabetic prefix is left justified and the remaining 
prefix positions are filled in with blank(s); per Aleph requirement, 
each contiguous blank is represented by: ^   

$acn 77235092 If the prefix has two alphabetic characters, the remaining prefix 
position is filled in with a blank. 

$a^^^77000054 The serial number is right justified; leading zeroes are input to make the 
serial number 6 characters long. 

The hyphen is not input as part of the LCCN in field 010 (although it may appear on the piece 
and/or be used in LCCN displays). 

Example:  $a^^^77556677 Appears on title page verso as: 77-556677. No alphabetic 
prefix; contiguous blanks represented by: ^^ 

When there is no supplement number, the character position in Aleph is represented by: ^  
(Aleph programs will supply this ^ when the record is saved to server if the number is otherwise 
correctly formed; in this instance and only in this instance in the LC Control Number, a single 
blank is represented by ^.) 

Examples: $a^^^65077628^ 
 $aa^^02000095^ 
 $asa 61008222^ 
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